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Abstract� Systematic parallelization of sequential programs remains a
major challenge in parallel computing� Traditional approaches using pro�
gram schemes tend to be narrower in scope� as the properties which en�
able parallelism are di�cult to capture via ad�hoc schemes� In �CTH����
a systematic approach to parallelization based on the notion of preserv�
ing the context of recursive sub�terms has been proposed� This approach
can be used to derive a class of divide�and�conquer algorithms� In this
paper� we enhance the methodology by using invariants to guide the
parallelization process� The enhancement enables the parallelization of a
class of recursive functions with conditional and tupled constructs� which
were not possible previously� We further show how such invariants can be
discovered and veri�ed systematically� and demonstrate the power of our
methodology by deriving a parallel code for maximum segment product�
To the best of our knowledge� this is the �rst systematic parallelization
for the maximum segment product problem�

Keywords� Parallelization� Context Preservation� Invariants� Conditional
Recurrences� Constraints�

� Introduction

It is well�recognised that a key problem of parallel computing remains the de�
velopment of e�cient and correct parallel software� Many advanced language
features and constructs have been proposed to alleviate the complexities of par�
allel programming� but perhaps the simplest approach is to stick with sequential
programs and leave it to parallelization techniques to do a more decent transfor�
mation job� This approach could also simplify the program design and debugging
processes� and allows better portability to be achieved�

A traditional approach to this problem is to identify a set of useful higher�
order functions for which parallelization can be guaranteed� As an example�
Blelloch�s NESL language �BCH���� supports two extremely important parallel
primitives� scan and segmented scan� that together covers a wide range of par�
allel programs� Speci	cally� segmented scan can be used to express non�trivial
problems 
such as sparse matrix calculations and graph operations �Ble���� that
are di�cult to parallelize due to their use of irregular data structures�



However� before a programmer can use these higher�order parallel primitives�
she must manually match her problem to the sequential form of scan and seg�
mented scan 
based on attened list�� shown below��

scan 
�� 
���w� � ��
scan 
�� 
x � xs �w� � �
w�x ����scan 
�� 
xs �w�x �

segscan 
�� 
���w� � ��
segscan 
�� 

x � b� � xs �w� � if b �� � then �
x � b����segscan 
�� 
xs � x �

else �
w�x � b����segscan 
�� 
xs �w�x �


ASIDE � Our functions are de	ned using Haskell�ML style pattern�matching
equations� Notationwise� �� denotes an empty sequence� x � xs denotes an in	x
Cons data node with x as its head and xs as its tail� Also� �� is the sequence
concatenation operator� �

Note that operator � needs to be semi�associative�� This is required to help
distribute�parallelize the above scan and segscan functions�

The process of matching a given program to a set of higher�order primitives
is non�trivial� particularly for recursive functions with conditional and tupled
constructs� As an example� consider a sequential program to 	nd the minimum
sum from all possible segments of elements�

mss
�x �� � x

mss
x � xs� �min�
mis
x � xs��mss
xs��

mis
�x �� � x

mis
x � xs� � if mis
xs� � x � x thenmis
xs� � x else x

How may one match this function to an appropriate parallel primitive 
eg�
scan�� Alternatively� could we directly derive a parallel equivalent of this func�
tion�

While the sequential version of mss is straightforward to formulate� the same
cannot be said for its parallel counterpart� Part of the complication stems from
the presence of the conditional construct and the need to invent new auxiliary
functions to circumvent its sequentiality�

In this paper� we propose a semi�automatic methodology for systematic
derivation of parallel programs directly from their sequential equations� We
focus on transforming recursive functions containing one or more conditional
constructs� and make use of an invariant � where appropriate� to guide the trans�
formation steps� In the case of mis � we 	rst convert its sequential de	nition body

� The functions de�ned in this paper are written in Haskell syntax� Particularly� the
parenthesis notation 	�
 converts an in�x operator 	such as �
 into its equivalent
pre�x function�

� An operator � is said to be semi�associative if there exists a companion operator
�� that is fully associative� such that 		a�b
�c
 � 	a�	b��c

 holds� For example�
� and � are semi�associative operators with � and � as their respective compan�
ions� Note that scan and segscan are usually de�ned using the more restricted full�
associative property whereby � � ���




the second equation� into a contextual form� if � � �� then � � �� else �� �

where � � mis
xs�� �� � �� �� � x � and �� � x � By using the invariant
�� � �� � ��� we can derive a parallel version of mis 
and mss� as follows��

mss
�x �� � x

mss
xr��xs� � min�
mss
xr��min�
uT 
xr� �mis
xs��mss
xs���

mis
�x �� � x

mis
xr��xs� � if mis
xs� � uH 
xr� thenmis
xs� � uG
xr� elsemis
xr�

uH 
�x �� � �
uH 
xr��xs� � min�
uH 
xs�� uH 
xr�� uG
xs��

uT 
�x �� � x

uT 
xr��xs� � min�
uT 
xr� � uG
xs�� uT 
xs��

uG
�x �� � x

uG
xr��xs� � uG
xs� � uG
xr�


ASIDE � The concatenation operator �� also serves as a sequence split�
ting operation when used as a pattern in the LHS of equation� Operationally� a
sequence may be implemented using a vector for easier data access and distri�
bution� However� this paper shall focus on high�level parallelization issues� and
omit detailed implementation concerns� such as data�type conversion � task
distribution� �

The main contributions of this paper are�

� We extend the parallelization methodology proposed in �CTH��� to cover re�
cursive functions with conditional and tupled constructs� These functions are
hard to parallelize� but we circumvent this di�culty by using an appropriate
normalization process� 
Section ��

� A novelty of our approach is the introduction of invariants to the paralleliza�
tion process� To the best of our knowledge� this is the 	rst use of invariants
for the derivation of parallel programs� Such an e�ort signi	cantly widens
the class of parallelizable functions� 
Section ��

� Instead of relying on user�de	ned invariants to improve parallelization op�
portunity� we demonstrate how invariants can be systematically generated

and veri�ed through high�level constraint�solving techniques� 
Section ���
with details in Appendix A�

� We demonstrate how the sequential code for maximum segment product
problem can be systematically parallelized using our methodology� To the
best of our knowledge� this is the 	rst account of systematic parallelization
for this particular problem�

� Here� we have used an inequality invariant during our parallelization� Alternatively�
we can employ a stronger equality invariant �� � �� � ��� This will produce a very
compact parallel code for mis�



The outline of the paper is as follows� Section � describes the syntax of the
language processed by our method� Section � details our parallelization method�
ology� Section � discusses how invariants are discovered and veri	ed through
constraint solving� We then apply our methodology to the parallelization of
maximum segment product problem in Section �� Finally� we relate our work to
existing works done in the research community� before concluding the paper�

� Language

We are mainly interested in deriving a class of divide�and�conquer algorithms
with simple split operators 
e�g� ���� For simplicity� we shall focus on a strict
	rst�order functional language� 
Limited support for passing function names as
parameters will also be provided through program schemes� For example� ssc in
Figure � is essentially a function scheme with � as its function�type variable��

De�nition �� A First�Order Language

F ��� ff 
pi��� � � � � pi�ni � � tig
m
i��

t ��� v j c
t�� � � � � tn� j if t� then t� else t�
j f 
t�� � � � � tn� j let 
v�� � � � � vn � � t� in t�

p ��� v j c
p�� � � � � pn �
v � Variables � c � Data constructors � f � Function names �

This language contains the usual data constructor terms� function calls� let
and if constructs� Also� each function f is de	ned by a set of pattern�matching
equations�

We shall focus on sequential functions that are inductively de	ned over linear
data types with an associative decomposition operator� For practical reasons� we
restrict the linear data type to List with �� as its decomposition operator� We
shall only perform parallelization for a special sub�class of sequential functions�
called linear self�recursive functions�

De�nition �� Linear Self�Recursive Functions

A function f is said to be self�recursive if it contains only self�recursive calls�
In addition� it is said to be linear self�recursive 
LSR� if its de	nition contains
exactly one self�recursive call� �

Though our methodology can support LSR�functions with multiple recur�
sion parameters and nested patterns� this paper shall restrict the sub�class of
functions considered to the following form�

� � � f 
��� bvj c
n
j��� � Ez

� � � f 
x � xs � bvj c
n
j��� � Erhf 
xs � bDrj hvj ic

n
j�� �i

Erh i denotes the context for the self�recursive call of f in the rhs of the de	nition�
while bDrj h ic

n
j�� denote the contexts for the accumulative parameters vj � ���n

appearing in the call to f � These expression contexts are referred to as Recurring
Contexts 
or R�contexts in short�� as they capture the recurring subterms for



msp	�x �
 �x
msp	x  xs
 �max�	mip	x  xs
�

msp	xs



mip	�x �
 �x
mip	x  xs
 �

if x � � thenmax�	x � x�mip	xs


elsemax�	x � x�mipm	xs



mipm	�x �
 �x
mipm	x  xs
 �

if x � � thenmin�	x � x�mipm	xs


elsemin�	x � x�mip	xs



sbp	�x �
 �conv	x

sbp	x  xs
 � if sbp	xs
 � � then

sbp	xs
 � conv	x 

else �

conv	x
 � if x ���
� then��
else 	 if x ��� 	� then �

else �



ssc 	�
 	��� c
 �c
ssc 	�
 	x  xs� c
 � if p	x
 then c

else ssc 	�
 	xs� c
�x

Fig� �� Sample Sequential Programs

each self�recursive function� Note that there exists exactly one self�recursive f

call� Erh i and bDrj h ic
n
j�� do not contain other self or mutual�recursive calls�

Also� x � xs are allowed to occur freely in Er and bDrj c
n
j���

Several example functions are available in Fig� �� Here� function msp com�
putes the maximum segment product� function sbp checks a string for properly
paired bracket� and ssc is a higher�order program scheme� Notice that both ssc

and msp are LSR functions� However� mip� mipm � and sbp are not� Fortunately�
these functions can be converted easily using the following two pre�processing
techniques�

Firstly� tupling �Chi���HITT��� may be used to eliminate multiple recur�
sive calls� For simple cases such as duplication of calls in mis and sbp� tupling
eliminates duplication via let abstraction� For more complicated cases� such as
multiple mutual�recursive calls of mip and mipm � it generates an LSR�function
miptup such that for any list l � miptup
l� � 
mip
l�� mipm
l��� The generated
miptup function is�

miptup
�x �� � 
x � x �
miptup
x � xs� � let 
u� v� � miptup
xs�

in if x � � then 
max�
x � x�u��min�
x � x�v��
else 
max�
x � x�v��min�
x � x�u��

Secondly� a conditional normalization procedure �CDG��� can be applied to
combine recursive calls in di�erent conditional branches together� Our condi�
tionals are 	rst expressed in a more general guarded form�


 if b then e� else e� � � if

�
b � e�
	 b � e�

After that� the following duplicate elimination rule is applied to combine multiple
self�recursive calls in di�erent branches together�



if f bi � E hei i gi � N 
 E hif f bi � eigi � N i

For example� with segscan � we obtain�

segscan 
�� 
���w� � ��
segscan 
�� 

x � b� � xs �w� � 
 if b �� � then �
x � b�� else �
w�x � b�� � ��

segscan 
�� 
xs � if b �� � then x else w�x �

� Parallelization Methodology

Our methodology for parallelization is based on the notion of generalizing from
sequential examples� Given a LSR�function� f � we attempt to obtain a more
general parallel equation directly from its sequential equation�

An earlier version of this methodology was presented in �CTH���� However�
this earlier work did not handle recursive functions� with conditional and tupled
constructs� well� A major innovation of this paper is the use of invariants to
facilitate parallelization� We shall 	rst see why such invariants are required� and
later show how they may be systematically discovered and veri�ed�

The four steps of our parallelization methodology are now elaborated� using
mis 
the auxiliary function of mss� as our running example�

Step � � R�Contexts Extraction � Normalization

The 	rst step is to extract out R�contexts for both the recursive call and
each of the accumulative arguments� In the case of mis � we have the following
R�context�


��h�i� if �� � � � �� then �� �� else �� �where �i � x � i � � � � � �

We use the notation ��h�i�� � � to represent an R�context parameterized by a
special variable �� is known as the R�hole� � captures the position of the recursive
call�accumulative parameter� Also� context variables 
e�g� f�igi � ����� are used
to capture each maximal subterm that does not contain ��

To obtain a simpler R�context� we apply a normalization process to the orig�
inal R�context� This process performs a series of semantic�preserving transfor�
mation to the R�context� aiming at reducing the depths � occurrences of the
R�hole� and the occurrences of context variables� The heuristics used by the
transformation is as follows�

De�nition �� Heuristics for Context Normalization

Consider a R�context with one or more R�holes� Our normalization attempts to�



� Minimise the depth� of the R�holes or their proxies� 
A proxy is a local
variable which denotes either a R�hole or its component � if the R�hole
is a tuple��

� Minimise the number of occurrences of the context variables� where possible�
� Minimise the number of occurrences of the R�holes or their proxies� �

A variety of laws� such as associativity and distributivity� will be employed in
the normalization process� These laws are assumed to be supplied by the user
beforehand� In the case of mis � we can normalize to obtain the following simpler
R�context�

��h�i� if � � �� then �� �� else �� where �� � �� �� � x � �� � x

Finally� we parameterise the R�context with respect to context variables� and
obtain a skeletal R�context � Rmis � de	ned by�

Rmis
��� ��� ���
def
 ��h�i� if � � �� then �� �� else ��

Such a normalization is helpful in the following ways�

� It can faciliate context preservation in Step ��
� It can minimise the occurrences of context variables� This can help reduce
unnecessary auxiliary functions that are synthesized in Step ��

Step � � Context Preservation
Our parallelization methodology is based on generalizing from sequential ex�

amples� This method relies on 	nding a second sequential equation with the same
skeletal R�context as the 	rst equation� The second equation can be obtained by
unfolding the recursive call once� as follows�

f 
x � 
y � xs�� bvic
n
i���

� ��Erh��Erhf 
xs � b�� Drih�� Drihvi iic
n
i���ii

� 
��Er � ��Er� hf 
xs � b
�� Dri � �� Dri �hvi ic
n
i���i

where �� � �xs ��y � xs �� �� � �x ��y � bvi ��
�� Dri �hvi ic
n
i���

In the above� 
� Er� performs substitution of variables in the context Er by
�� Also� 
��Er � ��Er� denotes context composition� in the obvious manner� In
the case of mis � we obtain�

mis
x � 
y � xs��� 

��h�i� if � � � then �� x else x �

� 
��h�i� if � � � then �� y else y �� hmis
xs�i
� 
Rmis
�� x � x � � Rmis
�� y � y�� hmis
xs�i

Note that the respective R�contexts have been replicated by this unfold� In
order to check if the second equation has the same skeletal R�context structure

� Depth is de�ned to be the distance from the root of an expression tree� For ex�
ample� the depths of variable occurrences c�x�xs�c in �c��x�sum�xs�c��� are �������
respectively�



as the 	rst equation� we must check if the following context preservation property
holds for each of our R�contexts�

De�nition �� Invariant�Based Context Preservation

A R�context E is said to be preserved modulo replication under an invariant P �
if there exists a skeletal R�context R such that the following holds�


E 
�
� R
ti �i �N � � P
ti�i� N �




R
�i �i �N � R
�i �i � N � st 
P
�i �i � N � P
�i �i � N ��

��R�

� 
R
�i �i � N st P
�i �i � N ��

where both
�
� and
��R�

� denote respectively a series of normalization trans�
formation� The former aims at normalizing the R�context E � as described in Step
� above� the latter aims at transforming the replicated R�context to the desired
skeletal R�context R� �i and �i are context variables� and �i denote subterms
not containing R�hole� nor its proxies� The skeletal R�context R is said to be the
common context despite replication�unfolding� Notationwise� 
e st p� denotes
an expression e that satis	es the invariant p� �

The term P	ti
i�N speci	es that the normalized R�context Rhtiii � N satis	es
the invariant P � we call it the pre�condition for R�context� The other three terms
on P ensure that all new R�context generated during context�preserving trans�
formation also satisfy P � we call this the invariance condition for the invariant
across R�context replication� This condition can be independently expressed as�
P
�i �i �N � P
�i �i �N 
 P
�i �i � N �

In the case of mis � we claim that Rmis
��� ��� ��� is preserved modulo repli�

cation under the invariant Pmis
��� ��� ���
def
 �� � �� � ��� We will describe

how such an invariant is discovered 
and veri	ed� in Section �� Here� we illus�
trate how Pmis can be used to preserve R�context during transformation� We
begin with the composition Rmis
��� ��� ��� � Rmis
��� ��� ���� assuming that

the composition satis	es the invariance property P �
mis

def
 Pmis
��� ��� ��� �

Pmis
��� ��� ���� Note that at each transformation step� the expression under
transformation satis	es P �

mis � Due to space constraint� we omit writing P �
mis in

these steps� except for the 	rst expression�

		��h�i� if � � �� then �� �� else �� 
�	��h�i� if � � �� then �� �� else ��
 

st 	�� � �� � ��
 	 	�� � �� � ��



��Rmis � fde�nition of �g
��h�i� if 	if � � �� then �� �� else ��
 � �� then 	if � � �� then �� �� else ��
 � ��

else ��


��Rmis � f�oat out 	� � ��
 � simplifyg
��h�i� if � � �� then if �� �� � �� then �� �� � �� else ��

else if �� � �� then �� � �� else ��




��Rmis � f�atten nested if g

��h�i�if

���
��

	� � ��
 	 	�� �� � ��
 � �� �� � ��

	� � ��
 	 �	�� �� � ��
 � ��

�	� � ��
 	 	�� � ��
 � �� � ��

�	� � ��
 	 �	�� � ��
 � ��


��Rmis � fcombine � � regroup ifg
��h�i�if � � min�	��� �� � ��
 then �� �� � �� else

if

�
	� � ��
 	 �	�� �� � ��
 � ��

�	� � ��
 	 	�� � ��
 � �� � ��

�	� � ��
 	 �	�� � ��
 � ��


��Rmis � f�oat nonrec 	�� � ��
 � simplifyg
��h�i�if � � min�	��� �� � ��
 then �� �� � �� else

if �� � �� then if

�
	� � ��
 	 �	�� �� � ��
 � ��

�	� � ��
 � �� � ��
else ��


��Rmis � fsimplify above box to �� � ��� using P
�
misg

��h�i�if � � min�	��� �� � ��
 then �� �� � �� else

if �� � �� then ����� else ��


��Rmis � fextractg
��h�i� if � � �� then � ��� else ��

where �� �min�	��� �� � ��
 ��� � �� � �� �
�� � if �� � �� then �� � �� else ��

The second last transformation step above is valid because the test 
� � ��� �
	
�� �� � ��� is false under the condition that � � min�
��� �� � ���� �� � ���
and P �

mis are true� In the last step� we obtain Rmis
������ ���� We state with�
out proof the validity of the invariance property�

Pmis
��� ��� ��� � Pmis
��� ��� ��� 
 Pmis 
����������

The context�preserving transformation process described above is similar to
the normalization process in that we aim to simplify the R�context� However�
the former process is performed with a speci	c goal in mind� producing Rmis �
Goal�directed transformation can be e�ectively carried out by a technique called
rippling �BvHSI���� that repeatedly minimises the di�erence between actual ex�
pression and the targeted skeletal R�context� Rmis � The detail of this technique
will be described in a forthcoming paper�

Step � � Auxiliary Function Synthesis

Successful context preservation ensures that a parallel equation can be de�
rived from its sequential counterpart� This assurance was proven in �CTH���� To
synthesise the parallel equation for mis � we perform a second�order generalisa�
tion to obtain the following�

mis
xr��xs� � if mis
xs� � uH 
xr� thenmis
xs� � uG
xr� else uJ 
xr�



The RHS is essentially similar to R�contexts of mis � with the exception of new
auxiliary functions 
the second�order variables� uH � uG and uJ � to replace each
of the earlier context variables� f�igi � ����� Such functions are initially unknown�
We apply an inductive derivation procedure to synthesize their de	nitions� For
base case where xr � �x �� inductive derivation yields�

uH 
�x �� � � � uG
�x �� �x � uJ 
�x �� �x

For the inductive case we set xr � xa��xb� inductive derivation yields�

uH 
xa��xb� � min�
uH 
xb�� uH 
xa� � uG
xb��
uG
xa��xb� � uG
xb� � uG
xa�
uJ 
xa��xb� � if uJ 
xb� � uH 
xa� then uJ 
xb� � uG
xa� else uJ 
xa�

The above result is essentially equivalent to the following substitutions�

�� � uH 
xa� �� � uG
xa� �� � uJ 
xa�
�� � uH 
xb� �� � uG
xb� �� � uJ 
xb�
�� � uH 
xa��xb� �� � uG
xa��xb� �� � uJ 
xa��xb�

The corresponding parallel de	nitions are�

mis
�x �� � x

mis
xr��xs� � if mis
xs� � uH 
xr� thenmis
xs� � uG
xr� else uJ 
xr�

uH 
�x �� � �
uH 
xr��xs� � min�
uH 
xs�� uH 
xr�� uG
xs��

uG
�x �� � x

uG
xr��xs� � uG
xs� � uG
xr�

uJ 
�x �� � x

uJ 
xr��xs� � if uJ 
xs� � uH 
xr� then uJ 
xs� � uG
xr� else uJ 
xr�

Some of the functions synthesized may be identical to previously known func�
tions� For example� uJ is identical to mis itself� Such duplicate functions can be
detected syntactically and eliminated�

Step � � Tupling
While the equations derived may be parallel� they may be ine�cient due to

the presence of redundant function calls� To remove this ine�ciency� we perform
tupling transformation�

For mis � we remove its redundant calls by introducing the following tupled
function which returns multiple results�

mistup
xs� � 
mis
xs�� uH 
xs�� uG
xs��

After tupling� we can obtain the following e�cient parallel program� whereby
duplicate calls are re�used� rather than re�computed� Note how mb � ha � ga � gb are
used multiple times in the second recursive equation�



mistup
�x �� � 
�� x � x �
mistup
xa��xb� �

let f
ma � ha � ga � � mistup
xa�� 
mb � hb � gb� � mistup
xb�g
in
�

 if mb � ha thenmb � ga elsema ��min�
hb� ha � gb�� gb � ga

�

� Discovering Invariants

In general� it is non�trivial to preserve conditional R�context� particularly if it
has multiple R�holes� This is because the number of R�holes may multiply after
context replication� Our proposal to curbing such growth is to exploit invariant
during normalization� This new technique generalises our earlier method for
parallelization� and signi	cantly widens its scope of application�

We have shown in Section � how an invariant can be used to achieve context
presevation� It remains to be seen how an invariant can be discovered� Instead
of relying on the user to provide an invariant� we achieve this eureka step by
employing constraint�solving techniques to systematically generate and verify
the invariant�

Invariant is originated from the need to facilitate normalization process dur�
ing context preservation� Speci	cally� constraints may be added to achieve nor�
malization� these constraints constitute the invariant� We have identi	ed two
scenarios under which constraints may be needed during normalization� namely�
conditional laws and conditional elimination�

��� Conditional Laws

Some laws are conditional in nature� For example� the following four distributive
laws for � over min� and max� are conditional upon the sign of input c�

c�max�
a� b� � max�
c�a� c�b� if c � �
c�max�
a� b� � min�
c�a� c�b� if c � �
c�min�
a� b� � min�
c�a� c�b� if c � �
c�min�
a� b� � max�
c�a� c�b� if c � �

Before these laws can be used in normalization process� we require their cor�
responding conditions to be satis	ed� These conditions may become the invariant
for our R�context� Of course� we need to verify that they can be satis	ed as a
pre�condition� and they obey the invariance property� An example of how such
conditional laws are applied is illustrated later in Section ��

��� Conditional Elimination

During context preservation process� we may wish to eliminate some conditional
branches so as to reduce the number of R�holes� A branch can be eliminatd by



identifying constraint that is known not to be true at the branch� This constraint
may become the invariant for the corresponding R�context�

We would have encountered this situation in Section �� if we tried to preserve
the contextual form of mis function� without any knowledge of invariant� We
repeat the problematic intermediate step of the transformation here�

��h�i�if � � min�
��� �� � ��� then �� �� � �� else

if �� � �� then if

�

� � ��� � 	
�� �� � ��� � ��
	
� � ��� � �� � ��

else ��

At this step� there are 	ve occurrences of �� instead of two in the original R�
context� The three extraneous occurrences of � can be found in the boxed branch
of the conditional shown in the last step of normalization�

A way to eliminate these redundant occurrences of the R�hole is to elimi�
nate one of these two branches 
and thus make the test in the remaining branch
unnecessary�� We therefore look for an invariant that enables such elimination�
A technique we have devised is to gather the conditions associated with the
two branches and attempt to 	nd a constraint 
exclusively in terms of either
f��� ��� ��g or f��� ��� ��g� that holds for either branch� If found� the corre�
sponding branch may be eliminated by using the negated constraint as invariant�
This constraint�searching technique is formulated as Ctx �B c where Ctx denotes
the condition associated with a branch� and c represents the desired constraint
expressed exclusively in terms of variables from B �

In the 	rst branch� we obtain 	
�� � �� � ��� as a candidate for invariant�

	
� � min�
�� � �� � �� �� � �� � �� � 
� � �� � � 	
�� �� � �� �
�f�� ��� ��� g

�� � �� � ��

��

In the second branch� we 	nd no candidate�

	
� � min�
�� � �� � �� �� � �� � �� � 	
� � �� �
�f�� ��� ��� g

no constraint found

��

If 	
�� � �� � ��� is the invariant 
and indeed it is�� then the context�
preservation process can proceed� yielding the desired R�context form� Invariant
validation� as well as the discovery of invariant� is the job of constraint solver�

��� Constraint Solving via CHR

A convenient tool for solving constraints is the Constraint Handling Rules 
CHR�
developed by Fr�uhwirth �Fr�u���� Using CHR� we can build tiny but specialised
constraint�solvers for operators that handle variable arguments� Currently� we
run CHR on top of a Prolog system 
named ECLiPSe Prolog��

In this section� we demonstrate the use of CHR to help discover and verify the
invariant found in Section ���� The CHR rules de	ned for this problem are given
Appendix A� To discover the invariant for mis through conditional elimination�



we supply the context of rule 
�� 
ie�� the premises� as a prolog program to
ECLiPSe Prolog 
Here� Ai and Bi represent �i and �i respectively� H denotes ��
The predicates used are self�explanatory��

br��A��A��A��B��B��B��H� �� minus�A��B��T�� min��B��T�U�� gt�H�U��

le�B��A��� le�H�B��� add�H�B��S�� gt�S�A���

We then ask Prolog to show us those constraints that are consistent with the con�
text� Following is the session 
shortened for presentation sake� we have with Pro�
log� Note that constraints ��	�� ����� and �
�� jointly infer that �� � �� � ���

�eclipse �� br��A��A��A��B��B��B��H��

Constraints�

��	� le�H��	�� B����
�

���� add�H��	�� B���	�� ���	��

�
�� lt�B��	��� ���	��

yes�

�eclipse ��

To verify that 	
�� � �� � ��� is an invariant� we 	rst verify its pre�condition�
Referring to the initial R�context of mis � we use CHR to verify the following
proposition�


�� � �� � 
�� � x� � 
�� � x� � 
�� � �� � �� �� 
��

To verify the invariance condition� we feed CHR with the following formula�


�� � �� � �� � � 
�� � �� � �� � � 
�� � �� � �� � 
��

Algorithmically� we prove the validity of both formulae 
�� and 
�� by a standard
technique called refutation� That is� we attempt to 	nd a condition under which
the negation of a formula is true� Failing to do so� we conclude that the formula
is true� Following is the Prolog program for verifying formula 
���

premise�V��V��V�� �� add�V��V��R�� le�R�V��� � generic premise

omega��A��B��B��R� �� minus�A��B��T�� min��B��T�R��

omega��A��B��R� �� add�A��B��R��

omega��A��A��A��B��R� �� le�B��A��� add�A��B��R��

omega��A��A��A��B��R� �� gt�B��A��� R�A��

neg�inv�A��A��A��B��B��B��R��R��R�� �� � Negated formula

premise�A��A��A��� premise�B��B��B��� omega��A��B��B��R���

omega��A��B��R��� omega��A��A��A��B��R��� add�R��R��RR�� gt�RR�R���

Following is extracted from a session with ECLiPSe Prolog�

�eclipse �� neg�inv�A��A��A��B��B��B��R��R��R���

no �more� solution�

�eclipse ��



� MSP � A Bigger Example

Our parallelization method is not just a nice theoretical result� It is also prac�
tically useful for parallelizing more complex programs� In particular� we could
systematically handle recursive functions with conditional and tupled constructs
that are often much harder to parallelize� Let us examine a little known prob�
lem� called maximum segment product �Ben���� whose parallelization requires
deep human insights otherwise�

Given an input list �x�� � � � � xn �� we are interested to 	nd the maximum prod�
uct of all non�empty 
contiguous� segments� of the form �xi � xi��� � � � � xj � where
� � i � j � n� A high�level speci	cation of msp is the following generate�and�
test algorithm�

msp
xs� � max 
map
prod � segs
xs���

Here� segs
xs� returns all segments for an input list xs� while map
prod � segs
xs��
applies prod to each sublist from segs
xs�� before max chooses the largest value�
While clear� this speci	cation is grossly ine�cient� However� it can be trans�
formed by fusion �Chi��a�TM���HIT��� to a sequential algorithm� The trans�
formed msp� together with two auxiliary functions� mip� and mipm � were given
in Figure ��

Functions mip and mipm are mutually recursive and not in LSR�form� Nev�
ertheless� we could use the automated tupling method of �Chi���HITT��� to
obtain a tupled de	nition of miptup� as elaborated earlier in Section ��

We focus on the parallelization of miptup as it must be parallelized before its
parent msp function� We could proceed to extract its initial R�context	 
shown
below� to check if it could be parallelized�

�� h�i� let 
u� v� � � in if �� � � then 
max�
��� ���u�� min�
��� �	�v��
else 
max�
�
� ���v�� min�
��� ��u��

where �� � x � �� � x � �� � x ��� � x � �	 � x �
�
 � x � �� � x � �� � x � � � x

Note the use of local variables u� v as proxies for the R�hole� The depth and
occurrences of these proxies should thus be minimised� where possible� during
normalization� Application of context preservation can proceed as follows�


 �� h�i� let 
u� v� � � in if �� � � then 
max�
��� ���u��min�
��� �	�v��
else 
max�
�
� ���v��min�
��� ��u���

� 
 �� h�i� let 
u� v� � � in if �� � � then 
max�
��� ���u��min�
��� �	�v��
else 
max�
�
� ���v��min�
��� ��u���

� Note that the skeletal R�context always have its variables uniquely re�named to help
support reusability and the context preservation property�




� ftupled � conditional normalizationg
�� h�i�let 
u� v� � � in

if

�����������
����������


�� � �� � 
�� � ��
� 
max�
��� ���max�
��� ���u�� �min�
��� �	�min�
��� �	�v�� �


�� � �� � 	 
�� � ��
� 
max�
�
� ���min�
��� �	�v�� �min�
��� ��max�
��� ���u�� �

	 
�� � �� � 
�� � ��
� 
max�
��� ���max�
�
� ���v�� �min�
��� �	�min�
��� ��u�� �

	 
�� � �� � 	
�� � ��
� 
max�
�
� ���min�
��� ��u�� �min�
��� ��max�
�
� ���v�� �

To normalize further� we need to distribute � into max� andmin�� This could
only be done with the set of distributive laws provided in Section ����

Each of these laws has a condition attached to it� If this condition is not
present in the R�context� we must add them as required constraint before the
corresponding distributive law can be applied 
Sec ����� Doing so results in the
following successful context preservation�


� fadd selected constraints � normalize furtherg
�� h�i�let 
u� v� � � in

if

�������������������
������������������


�� � �� � 
�� � ��

�

�
max�
max�
��� ������� 
�������u���
min�
min�
��� �	����� 
�	��	��v�

	

�� � �� � 	 
�� � ��

�

�
max�
max�
�
� ������� 
����	��v���
min�
min�
��� ������ 
������u�

	
	 
�� � �� � 
�� � ��

�

�
max�
max�
��� ����
�� 
�������v���
min�
min�
��� �	����� 
�	����u�

	
	 
�� � �� � 	
�� � ��

�

�
max�
max�
�
� ������� 
������u���
min�
min�
��� ���
�� 
������v�

	
st f�� � �� �	 � �� �� � �� � � � g


� fre�group branches � form skeletal R�ctx g
�� h�i�let 
u� v� � � in if �� � � then 
max�
������u�� min�
����	�v��

else 
max�
�
����v�� min�
�����u��
where �� ������

�� � if �� � � thenmax�
��� ������ elsemax�
�
� ������
�� � if �� � � then ����� else ����
�� � if �� � � thenmin�
��� �	���� elsemin�
��� ���
�
�	 � if �� � � then �	��	 else ����
�
 � if �� � � thenmax�
��� ����
� elsemax�
�
� ������



�� � if �� � � then ����� else ����	
�� � if �� � � thenmin�
��� �	���� elsemin�
��� �����
� � if �� � � then �	�� else ����

We can now form an invariant from the constraints collected during trans�
formation� To do so� we take into consideration the conditional context in which
these constraints are used� We thus derive at the formula 
�� � � 
 �� � � �
�	 � �� � 
�� � � 
 �� � � � � � ��� We verify that this is indeed an
invariant by proving its pre�condition and invariance condition� We omit the
detail constraint solving in this paper�

Next� we synthesize the auxiliary functions needed for de	ning the parallel
version of miptup� After eliminating duplicated functions� we obtain�

miptup
�x �� � 
x � x �
miptup
xr��xs� �

let 
u� v� � miptup
xs�
in if uH �
xr� � � then


max�
uH �
xr�� uH �
xr��u��min�
uH �
xr�� uH �
xr��v��
else 
max�
uH �
xr�� uH �
xr��v��min�
uH �
xr�� uH �
xr��u��

uH �
�x �� � x

uH �
xr��xs� � uH �
xr��uH �
xs�

uH �
�x �� � x

uH �
xr��xs� � if uH �
xr� � � thenmax�
uH �
xr�� uH �
xr��uH �
xs��
elsemax�
uH �
xr�� uH �
xr��uH �
xs��

uH �
�x �� � x

uH �
xr��xs� � if uH �
xr� � � thenmin�
uH �
xr�� uH �
xr��uH �
xs��
elsemin�
uH �
xr�� uH �
xr��uH �
xs��

Finally� by tupling the de	nitions of uH � and uH � together� we obtain a
tupled function that is identical to the components of miptup� Consequently� we
can derive a very compact parallel algorithm shown below�

miptup
�x �� � 
x � x �
miptup
xr��xs� �

let 
a� b� � miptup
xr�� 
u� v� � miptup
xs�
in if uH �
xr� � � then 
max�
a� uH �
xr��u��min�
b� uH �
xr��v��

else 
max�
a� uH �
xr��v��min�
b� uH �
xr��u��

uH �
�x �� � x

uH �
xr��xs� � uH �
xr��uH �
xs�

With these equations� we can proceed to parallelize the parent function
msptup using context preservation and normalization� Its parallel equations are�



msp
xr��xs� � let 
a� b� � miptup
xr�� 
u� v� � miptup
xs�
inmax�
max�
max�
msp
xr��msp
xs���

max�
mfp
xr� � a�mfp
xr� � b���
max�
mfpm
xr� � a�mfpm
xr� � b��

mfp
�x �� � x

mfp
xr��xs� � if uH �
xs� � � thenmax�
mfp
xr��uH �
xs��mfp
xs��
elsemax�
mfpm
xr��uH �
xs��mfp
xs��

mfpm
�x �� � x

mfpm
xr��xs� � if uH �
xr� � � thenmin�
mfpm
xr��uH �
xs��mfpm
xs��
elsemin�
mfp
xr��uH �
xs��mfpm
xs��

Tupling can again be applied to obtain a work�e�cient parallel program�

� Related Works

Generic program schemes have been advocated for use in structured parallel
programming� both for imperative programs expressed as 	rst�order recurrences
through a classic result of �Sto��� and for functional programs via Bird�s ho�
momorphism �Ski���� Unfortunately� most sequential speci	cations fail to match
up directly with these schemes� To overcome this shortcoming� there have been
calls to constructively transform programs to match these schemes� but these
proposals �Roe���GDH��� often require deep intuition and the support of ad�
hoc lemmas � making automation di�cult� Another approach is to provide more
specialised schemes� either statically �PP��� or via a procedure �HTC���� that
can be directly matched to sequential speci	cation� Though cheap to operate�
the generality of this approach is often called into question�

On the imperative language 
e�g� Fortran� front� there have been interests in
parallelization of reduction�style loops� A work similar to ours was independently
conceived by Fischer � Ghoulum �FG���GF���� By modelling loops via functions�
they noted that function�type values could be reduced 
in parallel� via associative
function composition� However� the propagated function�type values could only
be e�ciently combined if they have a template closed under composition� This
requirement is similar to the need to 	nd a common R�context under recursive
call unfolding� which we discovered earlier in �Chi��b�� Being based on loops�
their framework is less general and less formal� No speci	c techniques� other
than simpli	cation� have been o�ered for checking if closed template is possible�
Also� without invariant handling� their approach is presently limited�

The power of constraints have not escaped the attention of traditional work
on 	nding parallelism in array�based programs� Through the use of constraints�
Pugh showed how exact dependence analysis can be formulated to support bet�
ter vectorisation�Pug���� Our work is complimentary to Pugh�s in two respects�
Firstly� we may take advantage of practical advances in his constraint technology�
Secondly� we tackle a di�erent class of reduction�style sequential algorithms� with



inherent dependences across recursion� Thus� instead of checking for the absence
of dependence� we transform the sequential dependences into divide�and�conquer
counterparts with the help of properties� such as associativity and distributivity�
We originally planned to use the Omega calculator for our constraint solving�
However� some of our problems 
e�g� msp� require constraints that fall outside
the linear arithmetic class accepted by Pugh�s system� This forces us to turn to
CHR to build our own specialised constraint solvers�

� Conclusion

We have presented a systematic methodology for parallelizing sequential pro�
grams� The method relies on the successful preservation of replicated R�contexts
for the recursive call and each accumulative argument� The notion of context
preservation is central to our parallelization method� A key innovation in this
paper is the introduction of invariants to obtain context preservation� To support
this� some constraint�solving techniques have been proposed� Finally� we demon�
strated the power of our methodology by applying it to parallelize a non�trivial
problem� maximum segment product�

We are currently working on an implementation system to apply context
preservation and invariant veri	cation semi�automatically� Apart from the heuris�
tic of minimising both the depths and number of occurrences of R�holes� we have
also employed the rippling technique �BvHSI���� which has been very popular in
automated theorem�proving� It may also be possible for our method to recover
from failures when a given R�context could not be preserved� In particular� the
resulting context may suggest either a new or a generalized R�context that could
be attempted� This much enhanced potential for parallelization is made possible
by our adoption of appropriate strategies and techniques 
including constraint
handling� for guiding their applications�
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A A Tiny Constraint Solver in CHR

In CHR� we de	ne both simpli�cation and propagation rules for constraints over
variables� Simpli	cation rules are used by CHR to replace existing constraints
with simpler� logically equivalent� constraints� whereas propagation rules add
new constraints which are logically redundant but may cause further simpli	ca�
tion� The CHR rules used in the case of mis is de	ned below�

�� Rules for Negation�

ne�A�B� ��� A�B � fail� � ����� is a simplification rule

ne�A�B� ��� ne�B�A�� � ����� is a propagation rule

�� Rules for inequalities�

le�A�B� ��� A�B � true� � reflexive

le�A�B��le�B�A� ��� A � B� � antisymmetry

le�A�B��le�B�C� ��� le�A�C�� � transitive

lt�A�B� ��� A�B � fail� � non�reflexive

lt�A�B��le�B�A� ��� fail� � asymmetry

le�A�B��lt�B�A� ��� fail� � asymmetry

lt�A�B��lt�B�A� ��� fail� � asymmetry

lt�A�B��le�B�C� ��� lt�A�C�� � transitive

le�A�B��lt�B�C� ��� lt�A�C�� � transitive

lt�A�B��lt�B�C� ��� lt�A�C�� � transitive

le�A�B�� ne�A�B� ��� lt�A�B��

ge�A�B� ��� le�B�A��

gt�A�B� ��� lt�B�A��

�� Rules for addition�

add�X�Y�Z� ��� Y�� � X�Z� � zero

add�X�Y�Z� ��� X�Z � Y��� � zero

add�X�Y�Z� ��� add�Y�X�Z�� � commutative

add�X�Y�Z�� add�Z�U�W� ��� add�Y�U�R��add�X�R�W�� � associative

add�X��Y�Z��� add�X��Y�Z�� ��� le�Z��Z�� � le�X��X��� �

add�X��Y�Z��� add�X��Y�Z�� ��� lt�X��X�� � lt�Z��Z��� �

add�X��Y�Z��� add�X��Y�Z�� ��� lt�Z��Z�� � lt�X��X��� �

add�X��Y�Z��� add�X��Y�Z�� ��� gt�X��X�� � gt�Z��Z��� �

add�X��Y�Z��� add�X��Y�Z�� ��� gt�Z��Z�� � gt�X��X��� �

�� Rules for subtraction

minus�X�Y�Z� ��� add�Y�Z�X�� � normalise

�� Rules for minimum operation�

min��A�B�C� ��� gt�A�B� � C � B�

min��A�B�C� ��� le�A�B� � A � C�

min��A�B�C� ��� min��B�A�C�� � commutative

min��A�B�C�� min��C�D�E� ��� min��B�D�F�� min��A�F�E�� � associative

�� Rules for maximum operation�

max��A�B�B� ��� min��A�B�A��


